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Abstra t: Let M be a nilpotent CW- omplex. We give ne essary and suÆ ient

ohomologi al dimension theory onditions for a nite-dimensional metri ompa tum X so that every map A ! M , where A is a losed subset of X an be
extended to a map X ! M .
This is a generalization of a result by A. N. Dranishnikov (Matem. Sbornik,
1991) where su h onditions were found for simply- onne ted CW- omplexes M ,
and M. Cen elj and A. N. Dranishnikov (Can. Bull. Math., 2001 and Topol. Appl.2002)
where a ondition of nitely generatedness was imposed on the nilpotent CWomplex M .
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1

of

We generalize the main theorem of [3℄ and Theorem 7 of [1℄ to obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. For any nilpotent CW- omplex M and nite-dimensional metri ompa tum X , the following are equivalent:
1. XM ;
2. XSP 1 M ;
3. dimHi (M ) X

 i for every i > 0;

4. dimi (M ) X

 i for every i > 0.

We use the Kuratowski notation XM for the ase every map from a losed
subset of X to M an be extended over all of X . We re all that the ohomologi al
dimension of a spa e X an be de ned in this notation as follows: dimG X  n
i and only if XK (G; n), where K (G; n) is an Eilenberg-Ma Lane omplex. We
re all that a group G is alled nilpotent if its lower entral series G = 1 G 
2
G  : : : k G  k+1 G = 1 has a nite length k alled the nilpoten y lass of
G. Here 2 G = [G; G℄ and i G = [G; i 1 G℄. The main examples of nilpotent
groups are upper triangular matrix groups. The a tion of an upper triangular
matrix group on a orresponding ve tor spa e suggest a de nition of a nilpotent
a tion. An a tion : G ! AutH is alled nilpotent if there is a G-invariant
normal strati ation H = H1      Hi      Hn =  su h that Hi =Hi+1 is
abelian and the indu ed a tion on Hi =Hi+1 is trivial for all i. A topologi al spa e
is alled nilpotent if 1 (X ) is a nilpotent group and the a tion of 1 (X ) on every
higher dimensional homotopy group is nilpotent.
We refer the reader to [2℄ and [5℄ for the fa ts and terminology from the ohomologi al dimension theory whi h we are using in this paper.
As opposed to Theorem 7 of [1℄ and Theorem 1 of [2℄ we do not impose any
additional ondition on M ex ept nilpoten y. The proof of the main theorem, however, is not dimension-wise in all ases, in some ases dimension over H1 (M ) does
2

not provide as mu h information as dimension over 1 (M ), however, dimension
over H1 (M ) and over H2 (M ) together suÆ e.
Theorem 2. For a nilpotent group N and every metri
equivalen e holds

ompa tum X the following

dimN X  1 () dimAbN X  1 :

provided N has one of the following properties:
(1) N is a torsion group;
(2) for every prime p for whi h p torN 6= 1
(a) N is not p-divisible, or
(b) p tor(AbN ) 6= 0.

Proof: We need to prove

dimAbN X  1 =) dimN X  1
for every metri ompa tum X , the reverse impli ation holds for every group.
Re all some general results whi h we will use in the sequel. A nilpotent group
is the result of nitely many entral extensions
0 ! Ai ! Ni+1 ! Ni ! 1
of an Abelian group N1 (note that in this ase dimA X
implies dimN +1 X  1).
At su h an extension we have a natural epimorphism
i

 1 and dimN X  1
i

i

AbNi

! AbNi :

(1)

+1

For every group G we also have an epimorphism
n AbG

! n(G)=

n+1 G ;

x1

   xn 7! [: : : [x ; x ℄; x ℄; : : : ; xn℄ :
1

2

3

If the nilpotent group N is of nilpoten y lass n we therefore have an epimorphism
n AbN

!
3

n

= An :

(2)

(1) If N is a torsion nilpotent group it is the dire t sum of p-torsion nilpotent
groups, p prime. Obvously every p-torsion nilpotent group is the result of nitely
many entral extensions of a p-torsion Abelian group by p-torsion Abelian groups.
If the p-torsion nilpotent group N is also p-divisible (radi able) we see from the
epimorphisms (1) and (2) that every group in the entral extensions has to be pdivisible. The same holds for AbN . Therefore fZp1 g = (AbN ) (and similarly for
all groups in the entral extensions in the onstru tion of N ), from dimAbN X  1
we obtain in nitely many steps dimN X  1.
If the p-torsion nilpotent group N is not p-divisible the same holds for AbN and
therefore fZpg = (AbN ). All groups in the entral extensions in the onstru tion
of N have either Zp or Zp1 in their Bo kstein family. Sin e dimZ X  1 implies
also dimZ 1 X  1 we obtain from dimAbN X  1 also in this ase dimN X  1 in
nitely many steps.
(2) If N is not torsion the same holds for AbN and therefore dimAbN X  1
implies dimQ X  1.
With the prime numbers p for whi h Z(p) 2 (AbN ) we have no problems (i.e.
any of Z(p), Zp or Zp1 an appear in the Bo kstein family  of any Abelian group
in the entral extensions of N ).
Consider those prime p for whi h Z(p) 62 (AbN ), Zp 2 (AbN ). Let N be the
entral extension
0 ! n ! N ! M ! 1:
p

p

The surje tion N ! M implies the surje tion AbN ! AbM , therefore also the
surje tion AbN=T or ! AbM=T or. Therefore Z(p) 62 (AbM ).
The surje tion
n AbN ! n

and the surje tion nAb(N=T or) 
= n AbN=T or ! n imply Z(p) 62 ( n ). By
indu tion we see that for su h a prime p and every Abelian group A appearing in
the entral extensions in the onstru tion of N we have Z(p) 62 (A).
Consider the prime numbers p for whi h we only have Zp1 2 (AbN ). This
4

means that AbN as well as N are p-divisible groups with p-torsion (this must hold
also for N ; if N is without p-torsion it is p-lo al, p denotes the omplement of fpg
in the set of all primes, implying that also H1 is p-lo al and in parti ular without
p-torsion). In this ase we see that no Abelian group A in the entral extensions
of N has neither Z(p) nor Zp in its Bo kstein family.
If the prime p does not appear in (AbN ) this group is p-divisible and without
p-torsion. Then also N is p-divisible and by assumption it has no p-torsion. By
indu tion we see that also all groups A in the entral extensions of N are p-divisible
and without p-torsion.

2

Proof of Theorem 1: To start the proof (i.e. in dimension 1) we need only he k

those nilpotent groups G = 1 (M ) whi h are not torsion and for some prime p the
abelianization AbG has no p-torsion and is p-divisible while G has p-torsion (and
is also p-divisible), e.g. [7℄, Example 5.2. For all other prime numbers p the proof
follows the proof of Theorem 2.
Sin e G1 is the quotient of AbG also G1 must be p-divisible. If G1 had ptorsion one of the Ai would not be divisible by p, but this is impossible sin e the
p-divisibility of G implies the p-divisibility of all Gi and AbGi . Therefore G1 has
no p-torsion and is therefore p-lo al. The same holds for its homology H (G1 ).
We an onstru t G from G1 only with entral extensions by p-divisible Abelian
groups due to the epimorphisms (2). If we extend G1 (or any other p-lo al Gi) by
an Abelian group without p-torsion the resulting group is p-lo al. Therefore in this
ase we extend the p-lo al group Gi at least on e by an Abelian group A whi h
has p-divisible p-torsion. Sin e the p-torsion does not appear in the abelianization
of the extension it has to be eliminated by the boundary homomorphism

 : E22;0 = H2 (Gi )

!A=E ;

2
01

of the Lyndon-Ho hs hild-Serre spe tral sequen e(e.g. [6℄) the kernel of whi h is
the quotient of H2 (Gi+1 ). Sin e H2 (Gi ) is p-lo al group the p-torsion of A an be
eliminated only if the kernel of  ontains an element of in nite order whi h is not
5

p-divisible. Therefore Z(p) 2 H2 (Gi+1 ) and thus Z(p) 2 H2 (G). Sin e there is
an epimorphism
H2 (M )

! H (K ( (M ); 1)) = H ( (M )) ;
2

1

2

1

we have also Z(p) 2 H2 (M ).
Sin e by assumption Ab(1 (M )) = H1 (M ) is not torsion dimH1 (M ) X
implies dimQ X  1. Therefore if X is p-regular we have

1

dimQ X = dimZ 1 X = dimZ X = dimZ( )X  1 ;
p

p

p

if, however, X is p-singular dimH1 (M ) X  1 and dimH2 (M ) X  1 imply dimZ 1 X 
1, this on the other hand implies (sin e this holds for all su h p) that in nitely
many steps we obtain dim1 (M ) X  1.
The rest of the proof is essentially the same as for 1 (M ) nitely generated [2℄.
p
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